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Abstract

This paper presents a new isogeometric topology optimization (TO) method based on moving morphable components (MMC),
where the R-functions are used to represent the topology description functions (TDF) to overcome the C1 discontinuity problem
of the overlapping regions of components. Three new ersatz material models based on uniform, Gauss and Greville abscissae
collocation schemes are used to represent both the Young’s modulus of material and the density field based on the Heaviside values
of collocation points. Three benchmark examples are tested to evaluate the proposed method, where the collocation schemes are
compared as well as the difference between isogeometric analysis (IGA) and finite element method (FEM). The results show that
the convergence rate using R-functions has been improved in a range of 17%–60% for different cases in both FEM and IGA
frameworks, and the Greville collocation scheme outperforms the other two schemes in the MMC-based TO.
c⃝ 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Aiming at finding the optimal material distribution in a design domain under certain constraints, topology
optimization (TO) has been attracting more and more research attention since the pioneering work of Bendsøe
and Kikuchi [1]. Many approaches have been proposed to solve TO problems in the past thirty years, such as
homogenization method [1], solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) approach [2,3], level set method [4–9],
and evolutionary approach [10]. TO has made a considerable progress by integrating with other physical disciplines
and successfully applied to numerous industrial fields, such as aircraft [11–13], additive manufacturing [14–16] and
design in photonics [17,18]. Recently, a remarkable work of Aage et al. [19] has been published in Nature for
optimizing the design of the internal structure of a full-scale aeroplane wing.
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In TO, lacking for the explicit boundary geometric information in the final optimal results is one of the biggest
barriers for the TO engineering application. In order to solve this problem, Guo et al. [20] innovatively proposed
an explicit TO approach based on the concept of moving morphable components (MMC). The basic idea of this
method originated from that arbitrary complicated topology can be decomposed into a finite number of components
and the desired topology structure can be obtained by optimal component distribution having the optimized central
position, length, inclined angles, and some other geometrical features of components [20]. An ersatz material model
is proposed where Young’s modulus is defined as the product of unit Young’s modulus, the mean value of p-power of
nodal Heaviside values denoted as the Young’s modulus coefficient, as well as the density field is obtained from the
mean value of nodal Heaviside values in [20]. MMC-based TO has been successfully applied to handle several types of
topology problems such as minimum length scale control [21,22] and structural complexity control [23,24]. Recently,
another type of explicit boundary TO based on moving morphable void (MMV) was presented for three dimensional
TO problems [25], which has been applied to self-supporting structure design in additive manufacturing [16].
Compared to traditional structural TO approaches, the MMC-based and MMV-based TO frameworks can not only
include explicit geometric information into the TO process, but also greatly reduce the number of design variables
during the optimization process [26,27]. However, conventional MMC-based and MMV-based TOs are based on the
finite element method (FEM) using linear finite elements, which result in some numerical problems in conventional
MMC-based and MMV-based TOs. The first one is the numerical instabilities which may leads to instable result
caused by the linear shape functions of finite element mesh [28]. The second one is the disconnection between analysis
models and geometric models [29]. The third one is that computational cost will greatly increase when quadratic (or
higher order) elements are used, e.g., the ratio of linear Lagrange quadrilateral elements to nodes is roughly one,
but for quadratic elements, it increases to four [29]. Lastly, the linear finite elements may cause the instability of
checkerboard pattern [30].

The numerical instabilities of the linear finite elements and high computation burden of quadratic (or higher order)
finite elements in TO problems as mentioned above can be addressed by IGA due to its high accuracy and efficiency.
The IGA is a relatively new method proposed by Hughes et al. [31], which represents partial differential equation
(PDE) unknowns in the process of analysis with CAD mathematical primitives, e.g., B-spline or NURBS. Logically,
IGA is an extension of the classical FEM. However, compared to FEM, IGA has many inspiring merits. Firstly, the
accuracy per degree of freedom (DOF) can be improved by the smoothness of splines in IGA. Secondly, the PDEs of
IGA can be efficiently solved without geometric approximation due to the use of NURBS basis function. Last but not
least, the computational efficiency of high order elements is largely improved, e.g., the ratio between DOFs of FEM
and that of IGA approaches to 4 for quadratic elements. With these advantages compared to traditional FEM, IGA is
becoming more and more popular in the academic community [32]. Many researchers devote to using various new
modeling techniques, such as T-splines [33,34], hierarchical B-Splines [35,36] in the IGA and apply it to the fluid,
fluid–solid interaction [37,38], beams and shells [39–42], fracture [43] and many other mechanical analysis fields.
The effectiveness of IGA has been verified by a variety of engineering problems [37,39,42,44–47].

Recently, as a replacement for FEM, IGA used in structural TO has received attention by researchers. With the use
of trimmed spline surfaces, a method for isogeometric TO (ITO) is proposed by Seo et al. [48], while the computational
time for the analysis may increase considerably when the number of trim curves in a trimmed surface is large. As
pointed out by Dedè et al. [49], the capability of IGA that embeds the CAD geometric representation in the analysis
and optimization provides higher accuracy and makes the design domain can be exactly modeled. Similarly, those
advantages are elaborated in Ref. [49] where an ITO with a phase field model for both 2D and 3D problems is
presented. To avoid shape irregularities such as “islanding” and “layering”, Kumar et al. [50] use B-spline elements to
obtain the shape boundaries, since B-spline elements are able to represent the density as tangent continuous and even
curvature continuous functions so that the contours of shape boundaries (function of density) have similar continuity
and smoothness. Wang et al. [29] proposes an accurate and efficient ITO by integrating IGA with parameterized level
set method, and based on such ITO, Wang et al. [51] further take arbitrary geometric constraints into consideration
to satisfy some practical requirements. Moreover, using the theory of asymptotic homogenization, an ITO scheme for
lattice materials with either isotropic, or anisotropic is proposed by Wang et al. [46]. Very recently, Lieu et al. [52]
presents a multi-resolution approach for the multi-material TO problem based on the IGA in which a new variable
parameter space is added to define design variables and represents the optimal distribution of all material phases based
on the bivariate B-spline basis functions.

Inheriting both the advantages of MMC-based TO and IGA, a novel approach of explicit ITO using MMC (ITO-
MMC) is introduced by Hou et al. [28]. ITO-MMC is able to improve stability and robustness of the numerical
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Fig. 1. The illustration of C1 discontinuity of two MMCs.

performance over the conventional MMC-based TO due to the replacement of FEM by IGA. However, as depicted
in Fig. 1, a common imperfection of both conventional MMC-based TO and ITO-MMC is that the C1 discontinuity
is introduced when the TDF values of points in the overlapping regions of MMCs are computed by max function as
that in Refs. [20,21,27], so that the objective function is not differentiable in the structure which may lead to a low
convergence rate of TO.

In computational geometry and object modeling, an arbitrary geometric shape in engineering can be represented
by a function generated by an algorithmic method based on R-functions [53]. Actually, the max function used in the
calculation of TDF value in conventional MMC-based TO [20,26,27,41] is a specific case of R-functions [54]. It is
noted that R-functions are differentiable except for the cases of max and min function. Besides, during the shape
optimization based on IGA proposed by Qian et al. [44], three collocation schemes based on uniform, Gauss and
Greville abscissae leading to accurate and stable numerical analysis has been studied where the collocation scheme
based on Greville abscissae leads to more accurate and robust analysis results than those based on uniform and Gauss.
In the currently ITO-MMC, the ersatz material model is established on the control points, which is indirect and
complicated. Inspired by the result mentioned above about the shape optimization based on IGA, three new ersatz
material models based on uniform, Gauss and Greville abscissae collocation schemes will be proposed in this work.

To address the common problem aforementioned in both conventional MMC-based TO and ITO-MMC, a new
method based on R-functions is presented to calculate the TDF values, by which the convergence rate of TO can
be improved. Hence, based on R-functions and the ersatz material models, a general and new isogeometric explicit
MMC optimization (ITO-MMC) method is proposed in this paper. In the reminder of this paper, Section 2 gives a brief
introduction to the MMC-based TO, NURBS basis and R-function. Section 3 presents a general and new formulation
of ITO-MMC using both R-functions and three new ersatz material models, and the specific form of ITO-MMC
depends on the kind of new ersatz material model. Section 4 describes the unified analytical formulas for analysis and
sensitivities of ITO-MMC over the three new ersatz material models. Section 5 discusses the results of benchmark
examples TO problems implemented by the proposed method, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Theoretical basis

MMC-based TO, IGA and R-functions are the theoretical bases of this paper. For general discussion on MMC-
based TO, IGA and R-functions, we refer readers to [20,21,27,55,31,37,39,53,54,56] and the references therein.

2.1. MMC-based TO

SIMP, evolutionary structural optimization and level set approach are major approaches for continuous structure
TO. However, all the above methods lack explicit description of the geometric models, which makes the optimized
results cannot be directly used for engineering applications without tedious postprocessing. To solve this problem,
recently, Guo et al. [27] presented an explicit TO method based on MMC with straight skeleton and variable depth.
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Fig. 2. The representation of structural topology through the max operation of TDF values of all components in the described domain.

2.1.1. Geometric description of basic structural components
As shown in Refs. [27,55,57], the geometric description of structural topology can be achieved by the follows:⎧⎨⎩ϕs(x) > 0, i f x ∈ Ω s

ϕs(x) = 0, i f x ∈ ∂Ω s

ϕs(x) < 0, i f x ∈ D \ Ω s
(1)

where

ϕs(x) = max(ϕ1, . . ., ϕn). (2)

In Eq. (1), D represents a prescribed design domain and Ω s
⊂ D denotes the solid material region which is a part of

design domain and occupied by n basic solid structural components. The basic solid structural components may have
the overlapping region during the optimization process. ϕs(x) = max(ϕ1, . . ., ϕn) with ϕi = ϕi (x), i = 1, 2, . . . , n
denoting the TDF of the region occupied by the ith component (i.e., Ωi ), is used to represent the TDF values of the
overlapping region and non-overlapping region of structural components in a unified way and ϕi is formulated as:⎧⎨⎩ϕi (x) > 0, i f x ∈ Ω s

ϕi (x) = 0, i f x ∈ ∂Ω s

ϕi (x) < 0, i f x ∈ D \ Ω s .

(3)

Obviously, Ω s
= ∪

n
i=1Ωi and the aforementioned max function of basic components can be viewed as a recursion

of union operation of two components, that is Ω s
= Ω s−1

∪ Ωn where Ω s−1
= ∪

n−1
i=1 Ωi . Fig. 2 shows a schematic

illustration of the above geometry representation.
According the seminal work of Guo et al. [20,27], the TDF of component with straight skeleton and variable depth

can be explicitly represented by the geometric information, which consists of the coordinates of center, half length,
inclined angle, variable depth of the basic component. The TDF of the ith basic component is written as follows:

ϕi (x, y) =

(
x ′

L i

)p

+

(
y′

f (x ′)

)p

− 1 (4)

with {
x ′

y′

}
=

[
cos θi sin θi

− sin θi cos θi

] {
x − x0i

y − y0i

}
(5)

and

f (x ′) =
t1i + t2i − 2t3i

2L2
i

(x ′)2
+

t2i − t1i

2L i
x ′

+ t3i . (6)
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Fig. 3. Geometry description of the ith component with straight skeleton and quadratically variable depth.

In Eq. (4) p is a relatively larger even number (p = 6 in this paper) and the meaning of geometric parameters
are illustrated in Fig. 3. Therefore, a structural component having similar shape as shown in Fig. 3 can be uniquely
determined by a set of geometry parameters Di = (x0i , y0i , L i , t1i , t2i , t3i , θi ). Furthermore, the structural topology
can be explicitly and uniquely described by the vector of the design variables D = (DT

1 , DT
2 , . . . , DT

n )T .

2.1.2. Problem formulation based on MMC
The general mathematical formulation of a MMC-based structural TO problem can be stated as follows

Find D = (DT
1 , DT

2 , . . . , DT
n )T

Minimize I = I (D)
s.t.

g j (D) ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , m
D ⊂ UD

(7)

where the objective function I is a function of the geometry variables D of all basic structural components, m is the
number of inequality constraints, and UD is the admissible set where D belongs.

To solve the generally nonlinear optimization problem, both gradient based and non-gradient methods can be
utilized. In this work, we focus on a gradient based approach where both the structural response and its sensitivity
over design variables are required. The specific optimization algorithm used in this paper is the method of moving
asymptotes (MMA) [58].

A classical structural TO problem is minimizing the compliance of a structure under a fixed amount material
through a volume fraction constraint V ≤ V (D). Using the Galerkin numerical method, its discrete form is written
as Eq. (8). In Eq. (8), f

i
denote the body force density in Ωi , t is the surface traction on Neumann boundary Γt .

Moreover, it has been assumed that E(x) = Ei ,

Find D = (DT
1 , DT

2 , . . . , DT
n )T , u(x)

Minimize C =

n∑
i=1

∫
Ωi \ ∪

1≤ j<i
(Ωi ∩Ω j )

f i
· udV +

∫
Γt

t · ud S

s.t.
n∑

i=1

∫
Ωi \ ∪

1≤ j<i
(Ωi ∩Ω j )

Ei
: ε(u) : ε(v)dV =

n∑
i=1

∫
Ωi \ ∪

1≤ j<i
(Ωi ∩Ω j )

v · f
i
dV +

∫
Γt

t · vd S , ∀v ∈ Uad

V (D) ≤ V ,

D ⊂ UD ,

u = u, on Γu

(8)
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Fig. 4. All quadratic basis functions are constructed by the knot Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4]. Each basic function Bi,2 (represented by different
colors) can be generated by Eq. (10). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

f = f
i

if x ∈ Ωi \ ∪
1≤ j<i

(Ωi ∩ Ω j ), with i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and u is the prescribed displacement on Dirichlet

boundary Γu . In addition, u and v are the displacement field and the corresponding test function defined on
Ω s

= ∪
n
i=1Ωi with Uad =

{
v|v ∈ H 1(Ω ), v = 0 on Γu

}
. The ε represents the second order linear strain tensor.

Ei
= E i/(1 + νi )[I + νi/(1 − 2νi )δ ⊗ δ] (I and δ are the fourth and the second order identity tensor, respectively) is

the fourth order isotropic elasticity tensor of the material constituting the ith component. In the expression of Ei , the
symbols E i and νi denote the corresponding Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The symbol V is the upper bound
of the available volume of solid material. In the present work, it is assumed that E i

= E and νi
= ν, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

For the sake of simplicity, we set u = 0 in the following discussion.
It is noted that the C1 discontinuity caused by the max function is neglected in conventional MMC-based TO,

which apparently deteriorates the convergence of MMA-based TO.

2.2. Basic fundamentals of IGA

A commonly used method of generating and representing curves and surfaces is known as Non-uniform rational
B-splines (NURBS), constructed from B-splines, in computeR-aided design (CAD) and computer graphics (CG) [59].
The (ordered) knot vector is introduced providing two positive integers p and n.

Ξ := [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn+p+1] with ξi ≤ ξi+1∀i, (9)

where p is the degree of the B-spline and n is the number of basis functions (also the number of control points), and
the maximum multiplicity in a knot vector is p + 1. We only consider the case of open knot vectors in following
contents for simplicity, in which the first and last knots have multiplicity p + 1. Given a knot vector Ξ , univariate
B-spline basis functions Bi,p(ξ ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are defined recursively by the well known Cox–de Boor recursion
formula [60]:

Bi,0(ξ ) =

{
1 i f ξi ≤ ξ < ξi+1
0 otherwise

Bi,p(ξ ) =
ξ − ξi

ξi+p − ξi
Bi,p−1(ξ ) +

ξi+p+1 − ξ

ξi+p+1 − ξi+1
Bi+1,p−1(ξ ) i f ξi ≤ ξ < ξi+1

(10)

where we define the convention 0/0 = 0. An example of spline basis functions are depicted in Fig. 4.
By introducing a positive weight wi to each B-spline basis function, a NURBS basis function is defined as

Ni,p(ξ ) =
Bi,p(ξ )wi∑n

j=1 B j,p(ξ )w j
. (11)
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NURBS basis functions have many unique properties and four important among those are briefly listed here as: (1)
Nonnegativity: Ni,p ≥ 0∀i ; (2) Partition of unity:

∑n
i=1 Ni,p = 1; (3) Local support: Ni,p(ξ ) = 0 for ξ ̸∈ [ξi , ξi+p+1);

(4) Differentiability: Ni,p(ξ ) is p − k times differentiable where k is the multiplicity of the knots.
To represent a surface, the tensor product formulation is adopted to construct two-dimensional basis NURBS basis

functions of order p in ξ direction and q in η direction as

N j,q
i,p (ξ, η) = Ni,p(ξ )N j,q (η) (12)

and a NURBS surface is a bivariate piecewise rational function of the form:

S(ξ, η) =

n∑
i=1

N j,q
i,p (ξ, η)Pi, j (13)

where Pi, j are the control points, and the patch for this surface is [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn+p+1] × [η1, η2, . . . , ηm+q+1]. It is
noted that the continuity and support of NURBS basis function are the same as for B-splines. Furthermore, B-splines
can be seen as a special case of NURBS with all weights being equal to one.

2.3. Introduction to R functions

This subsection describes R-functions which can used as basic tool to compose a general function for the
intersected surface of the objects [61] and presents some properties of R-functions as well.

The intersection or union of two primitive geometries having different explicit inequations can be expressed by
a unified inequation which is obtained by corresponding boolean operation of primitive geometries. The boolean
operation of different primitive geometries is not possible using polynomial functions, and the additional functions
of geometry constructed by the boolean operation of different primitive geometries are required to have p-roots [54].
The requirement discussed early can be satisfied by R-functions formulated as:

Rα
∩

=
1

1 + α

(
f1 + f2 −

√
f 2
1 + f 2

2 − 2α f1 f2

)
Rα

∪
=

1
1 + α

(
f1 + f2 +

√
f 2
1 + f 2

2 − 2α f1 f2

) (14)

where f1, f2, Rα
∩
, Rα

∪
: Rn

→ R, denote the explicit mathematical expression of the first, the second primitive,
intersection and union geometry, respectively. Besides, parameter α ranges from −1 to 1. The expression of
R-functions of two primitive geometries can be easily extended to multi geometry cases with a recursive form and it
follows:

Rα(∩ f n
i=1) =

1
1 + α

(
Rα(∩ f n−1

i=1 ) + fn −

√
(Rα(∩ f n−1

i=1 ))2 + f 2
n − 2αRα(∩ f n−1

i=1 ) fn

)
Rα(∪ f n

i=1) =
1

1 + α

(
Rα(∪ f n−1

i=1 ) + fn +

√
(Rα(∪ f n−1

i=1 ))2 + f 2
n − 2αRα(∪ f n−1

i=1 ) fn

)
with

Rα(∩ f n−1
i=1 ) =

1
1 + α

(
Rα(∩ f n−2

i=1 ) + fn−1 −

√
(Rα(∩ f n−2

i=1 ))2 + f 2
n−1 − 2αRα(∩ f n−2

i=1 ) fn−1

)
Rα(∪ f n−1

i=1 ) =
1

1 + α

(
Rα(∪ f n−2

i=1 ) + fn−1 +

√
(Rα(∪ f n−2

i=1 ))2 + f 2
n−1 − 2αRα(∪ f n−2

i=1 ) fn−1

)
.

(15)

In Eq. (15), fn−1 is the (n − 1)th geometry, fn denotes the nth geometry, Rα(∩ f n−2
i=1 ) is the intersection of

the first (n − 2) primitive geometries, the intersection of the first (n − 1) primitive geometries is Rα(∩ f n−1
i=1 ),

Rα(∩ f n
i=1) represents the intersection of all primitive geometries, the union of the first (n − 2) primitive geometries is

expressed by Rα(∪ f n−2
i=1 ), Rα(∪ f n−1

i=1 )) is the union of the first (n − 1) primitive geometries, Rα(∪ f n
i=1) represents

the union of the all primitive geometries. A 1 × 2 rectangle region can be described by the intersection region

Rα
∩

=
4
∩

i=1
fi (α = 0 or 1) of four different primitive geometries which have explicit mathematic expression of

f1 = (1 − x) ≥ 0, f2 = (1 + x) ≥ 0, f3 = (1 − y) ≥ 0 and f4 = (1 − y) ≥ 0, respectively. The rectangle
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Fig. 5. An illustration of rectangle region described by the intersection of four regions, with α = 0 in the left and α = 1 in the right.

region is as depicted in Fig. 5. Then an illustration of union and intersection of two rectangle with size of 1 × 2 and
2 × 1 are presented in Fig. 6.

Two important remarks of R-functions are briefly listed here as:

Remark 1. max and min functions are a subset of R-functions. It is noted that in case of α = 1, Eq. (14) for
intersection, union can be simplified to Rα

∩
=

1
2 ( f1+ f2−| f1 − f2|) = min( f1, f2) and Rα

∩
=

1
2 ( f1+ f2+| f1 − f2|) =

max( f1, f2), respectively.

Remark 2. R-functions are differentiable for α ∈ (−1, 1) ∈ R. In other words, R-functions are C1 continuous except
for max and min function.

3. A general and new formula of ITO-MMC

Based on R-functions and collocation points, a general and new ITO-MMC formula with three different forms is
presented in this section, which is different from that proposed in [28]. In the new formula of ITO-MMC, the TDF are
calculated by R-functions. After that, three new ersatz material models are proposed based on the uniform distribution,
Gaussian quadrature and Greville abscissae in a unified expression. In the end, the three new ersatz material models
are used in the general and new ITO-MMC formula.

3.1. Geometric description of components based on R-functions

The max function to compute the TDF values is not differentiable in conventional MMC-based TO and ITO-MMC
proposed in [28]. In order to solve the C1 discontinuity problem in the MMC-based TO and ITO-MMC theoretically,
we replace the max function with R-functions. Recalling that the TDF of the ith basic component is remain unchanged.
Namely, the way to compute the TDF values with respect to individual component is the same as Eqs. (4), (5), (6) in
the new formula ITO-MMC, but the union TDF value from the TDF values of all components is computed as:

ϕs
=

{
Rα(∪ϕm

i=1) i f ϕi ∈ ϕ+ wi th 2 ≤ m ≤ n
max(ϕ1, ϕ2, . . ., ϕn) otherwise

wi th ϕ+ = {ϕi ∈ {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn}|ϕi > 0}

Rα(∪ϕm
i=1) =

1
1 + α

(
Rα(∪ϕm−1

i=1 ) + ϕm +

√
(Rα(∪ϕm−1

i=1 ))2 + ϕ2
m − 2αRα(∪ϕm−1

i=1 )ϕm

)
α ∈ (−1, 1)

(16)
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(a) Rα=0
∩

. (b) Rα=0
∪

.

(c) Rα=1
∩

. (d) Rα=1
∪

.

Fig. 6. Four contour maps of geometries which are constructed by R-functions for different cases are presented here: (a) is the intersection of two
rectangles with α = 0, (b) is the union of two rectangles with α = 0, (c) is the intersection of two rectangles with α = 1, (d) is the union of two
rectangles with α = 1.

where ϕ+ represents a subset of {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn} and the values of elements in ϕ+ (the element number is m) are
greater than zero. The TDF values are calculated by R-functions in the overlapping region of components. The max
function is still used in the region in which the components are not intersected or the TDF values with respect to
all the components are less or equal than zero. According to Remark 2 in Section 2.3, the C1 continuity in the
structure during the TO process is achieved by the use of R-functions. We illustrate the union geometry of two
intersected components in Fig. 7 and the mathematical expression of the union geometry is calculated from those of
two intersected components with the use of R-functions (α = 0).

3.2. Three new ersatz material models based on collocation points

In the ITO-MMC proposed in [28], the ersatz material model is derived by the Heaviside values of the control
points and the NURBS basis functions. It is depicted in Fig. 8.

In contrast to the indirect way of representing the ersatz material model from the control points and inspired by
the numerical results of the IGA collocation schemes in [44], three new ersatz material models are devised, which are
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Fig. 7. An illustration of the union geometry of two intersected components using R-functions.

Fig. 8. The ersatz material model used in [28] for NURBS elements in the rectangle design domain.

based on uniform, Gauss and Greville abscissae collocation schemes, respectively. The collocation schemes mentioned
above are shown as follows:

a. Uniform distribution where the collocation points correspond to a sequence of points located on equally spaced
position in the parameter domain.

b. Gaussian quadrature where the collocation points are a number of Gaussian points obtained by transforming
the Gaussian quadrature points from [−1, 1] to the patch parameter domain.

c. Greville abscissae where the parameters correspond to collocation points for a degree-p NURBS with n control
points and a length of n + p + 1 knot vector Ξ = [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn+p+1] are defined as [62,63]:

ζi =
1
p

(ξi+1 + ξi+2 + · · · ξi+p)i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (17)

The key point in traditional MMC-based TO is the ersatz material model defined by the nodal points of the element.
According to the result of the shape optimization based on IGA proposed by Qian et al. [44], where three collocation
schemes based on uniform, Gauss and Greville abscissae are used to carry on the isogeometric computations, it
shows that Greville abscissae leads to more accurate and robust analysis results than those based on uniform and
Gauss. Analogously, the points used to define the ersatz material model of MMC-based TO may has an impact on the
convergence process of MMC-based TO due to the different numerical performance of different collocation points.
Therefore, to reveal the effects of the different types points on the convergence rate of the MMC-based TO, three new
ersatz material models mentioned above are proposed and compared in the benchmark.
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(a) p = 2, ncp = 6, ξ1 = [0 0 0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 1 1]. (b) p = 3, ncp = 6, ξ2 = [0 0 0 0 1/3 2/3 1 1 1 1].

Fig. 9. Three collocation schemes: uniform distribution, Gaussian quadrature and Greville abscissae for quadratic and cubic NURBS with ncp = 6
control points defined on knot vector Ξ1 = [0 0 0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 1 1] and Ξ2 = [0 0 0 0 1/3 2/3 1 1 1 1], respectively. (The first and last collocation
points are the two clamped control points for uniform distribution, Greville abscissae schemes and are not shown.)

Fig. 10. An annular design domain is presented in the left and collocation points generated by three schemes are shown in the right for two identical
knot vectors Ξ1 = Ξ2 = [0 0 0 1/2 1 1 1].

In general, the collocation points are different under these three collocation schemes. In both physical and
parameter domain, the collocation points generated by the three schemes are shown in Fig. 9 for both quadratic
and cubic NURBS curves. Furthermore, the position of three different types collocation points for a annular design
domain discretized by four elements are illustrated in Fig. 10.

After getting the three different types of collocation points, the three new ersatz material models are obtained
as follows. Firstly, we calculate the TDF values of collocation points by Eq. (16). Secondly, the Heaviside values
of collocation points are obtained by the regularized Heaviside function formulated as Eq. (18). Thirdly, the three
different Young’s modulus coefficients and densities of the corresponding ersatz material models are calculated from
the Heaviside values of corresponding collocation points. Lastly, the three new ersatz material model are be expressed
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in a unified formula and are formulated as Eq. (19).

Hε(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 i f x > ε

3(1 − β)
4

(
x
ε

−
x3

3ε3

)
+

1 + β

2
i f − ε ≤ x ≤ ε

β i f x < −ε.

(18)

In Eq. (18), β is a small positive parameter, which ensure the nonsingularity of global stiffness matrix, and the
level of regularization is controlled by ε.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

γ i
=

1
ni

col

⎛⎝ ni
col∑

icol=1

H q
ε (ϕi

icol)

⎞⎠
ρi

=
1

ni
col

⎛⎝ ni
col∑

icol=1

Hε(ϕi
icol)

⎞⎠
i = 1, 2, 3. (19)

In Eq. (19), γ i and ρi represent the ith type Young’s modulus coefficient and density of NURBS element, ni
col

means the number of ith type collocation points corresponding to the element, ϕi
icol is the TDF value of icolth

collocation point, q = 2, Hε(ϕicol) is the regularized Heaviside value of icolth collocation point, i = 1, 2, 3
correspond to uniform, Gauss and Greville abscissae collocation scheme, respectively.

3.3. A general and new formula of ITO-MMC

The three new ersatz material models based on collocation points are shown in Section 3.2 such that the formula
presented in Eq. (8) for the minimum compliance problem with a prescribed volume constraint in the ITO-MMC can
be reformulated as follows:

Find D = (DT
1 , DT

2 , . . . , DT
n )T , u(x)

Minimize C =

Ne∑
e=1

γ i
e uT

e Keue

s.t.

(
Ne∑

e=1

γ i
e Ke) · u = F

Ne∑
e=1

ρi
eVe ≤ V

D ⊂ UD

i = 1, 2, 3

(20)

where D is a set consisting of the geometric design variables of all components, u(x) is the displacement field of the
design domain, C is the mean compliance of the structure, γ i

e and ρi
e are the Young’s modulus coefficient and density

of the eth NURBS element, respectively, ue is the displacement vector corresponding to the eth NURBS element, Ke

is the stiffness matrix of eth NURBS element where the Young’s modulus is equal to 1, F is the external load vector,
Ve is the eth element volume, V is the prescribed volume fraction, UD is the admissible set to which D belongs, i = 1
is the ersatz material model based on uniform collocation scheme, i = 2 denotes that based on Gauss collocation
scheme and i = 3 represents that based on Greville abscissae collocation scheme in this paper.
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4. Numerical implementation

4.1. Isogeometric analysis

The minimum compliance problem under a volume constraint is solved by the ITO method. The discrete
equilibrium equation may be reformulated as [28]

Ku = F, (21)

in which K is stiffness matrix, u is the displacement vector and F is the external force vector associated with the
control points. The stiffness matrix is made of the element stiffness matrix Ke which is formulated as

Ke =

∫
Ωe

BT DBdΩ

=

∫
Ω̂e

BT DB|J1|dΩ̂

=

∫
Ωe

BT DB|J1| |J2|dΩ

(22)

where B is strain–displacement matrix, D is stress–strain matrix, Ωe is the domain of element, Ω̂e is the parametric
domain in the NURBS parametric space {ξ, η} and Ω is the integration parametric space {ξ, η}. The transformation
relation from the NURBS parametric space to the physical space and the integration parametric space to the NURBS
parametric space are corresponding to J1 and J2, respectively.

For sake of simplicity, we only consider 2D plane stress problems in this part. Thus, the strain–displacement matrix
B is written as

B =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂ N1

∂x
0 . . .

∂ Nne

∂x
0

0
∂ N1

∂y
. . . 0

∂ Nne

∂x
∂ N1

∂x
∂ N1

∂y
. . .

∂ Nne

∂x
∂ Nne

∂y

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (23)

and [
∂ Ni

∂x
∂ Ni

∂y

]
=

[
∂ Ni

∂ξ

∂ Ni

∂η

]
J−1

1 (24)

where Ni is a basis function in the NURBS patch and the Jacobian J1 is formulated as

J1 =

[
∂x
∂ξ

∂y
∂η

]
. (25)

And, the stress–strain matrix D is

D =
E

1 − v2

⎡⎢⎣1 v 0
v 1 0

0 0
1 − v

2

⎤⎥⎦ (26)

where E is the elastic modulus and v is Poisson’s ratio.
The mapping from the Gauss quadrature domain [−1, 1] to the NURBS parametric domain [ξi , ξi+1) × [η j , η j+1)

is given by⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ξ =

ξi+1 − ξi

2
(ξ − 1) + ξi

η =
η j+1 − η j

2
(η − 1) + η j .

(27)
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Thus, the Jacobian J2 may be written as:

J2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∂ξ

∂ξ

∂η

∂ξ

∂ξ

∂η

∂η

∂η

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣
ξi+1 − ξi

2
0

0
ηi+1 − ηi

2

⎤⎥⎦ . (28)

With use of the ersatz material model, as shown in (19), once the values of TDF at corresponding collocation points
of a element are known, the Young’s modulus of element can be interpreted as

E i
e = Eγ i

e (29)

where γ i
e is the Young’s modulus coefficient defined in Eq. (19). Then, the element stiffness Ki

e used in the numerical
implementation is formulated as:

Ki
e =

∫
Ωe

BT DB|J1| |J2|
E i

e

E
dΩ =

∫
Ωe

BT DB|J1| |J2|γ
i
e dΩ = Keγ

i
e , (30)

where Ke is the stiffness matrix of a fully solid element defined in Eq. (22). Obviously, the general and new formula
of ITO-MMC based on R-functions and collocation points presented in Eq. (20) can be reformulated as:

Find D = (DT
1 , DT

2 , . . . , DT
n )T , u(x)

Minimize C i
=

Ne∑
e=1

uT
e Ki

eue

s.t.
Ne∑

e=1

Ki
eue = F

Ne∑
e=1

ρi
eVe ≤ V ,

D ⊂ UD
i = 1, 2, 3

, (31)

where C i is the mean compliance of the structure corresponding to the ith type collocation scheme.

4.2. Sensitivity design

For minimal compliance problem with available material constraint, the derivate of compliance C about a geometric
design variable of a component can be obtained by differentiating both sides of

C i
=

Ne∑
e=1

uT
e Ki

eue i = 1, 2, 3 (32)

with respect to a j denoted an arbitrary design variable, and it is written as

∂C i

∂a j
=

Ne∑
e=1

∂(uT
e Ki

eue)
∂a j

=

Ne∑
e=1

(
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e

∂a j
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eue + uT
e

∂Ki
e

∂a j
ue + uT

e Ki
e
∂ue

∂a j
) i = 1, 2, 3. (33)

According the adjoint sensitivity analysis, the formulation above can be rewritten as

∂C i

∂a j
= −

Ne∑
e=1

⎧⎨⎩uT
e q ·

1
ni

col

⎛⎝ ni
col∑

icol=1

Hε(ϕi
icol)

q−1 ∂ Hε(ϕi
icol)

∂a j

⎞⎠
e

· Keue

⎫⎬⎭ i = 1, 2, 3. (34)

The ∂ Hε(ϕi
icol )

∂a j
in Eq. (34) is calculated by the finite difference quotient of ϕi

icol approximately here.
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Fig. 11. The cantilever beam problem in 2D.

In addition, the sensitivity of the volume constraint function is formulated as

∂V i

∂a j
=

Ne∑
e=1

⎛⎝ 1
ni

col

⎛⎝ ni
col∑

icol=1

∂ H (ϕi
icol)

∂a j

⎞⎠
e

Ve

⎞⎠ i = 1, 2, 3. (35)

5. Numerical examples

In order to verify the effectiveness of R-functions and make a comparison over the three new ersatz material
models used in the new ITO-MMC as well as demonstrating the high efficiency of IGA, three benchmark problems
are tested in this Section. The material properties, geometry data and external load are dimensionless parameters since
only numerical performances are concerned. In the following tests, the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio used in
standard elasticity matrix Eq. (26) are chosen as E = 1 and v = 0.3. To solve the optimization problem numerically,
the Method of Moving Asymptotes(MMA) [58] is used as the optimizer. All the examples are run on a laptop: the
CPU is an Intel core i7 7500U 2.7 GHz, the RAM is 8 GB, the OS is Windows 10, and the software environment is
MATLAB 2014a.

5.1. The cantilever beam problem

The cantilever beam are two of the most widely used TO benchmarks [64–66], which is used to verify the
effectiveness of R-function under the FEM framework. And, two and three dimensional cases are taken into
consideration in this paper. Moreover, the parameters of MMA used in this subsection are epsimin = 10−10, raa0
= 0.01, albefa = 0.4, asyinit = 0.1, asyincr = 0.8, asydecr = 0.6.

5.1.1. Two dimensional case
The problem setting of the two dimensional cantilever beam benchmark is illustrated in Fig. 11. And, the dimension

of the cantilever beam is assumed to be 2 × 1. The left end of the cantilever beam is clamped, and the center of the
right-end edge is prescribed with external load F . The remaining edge is assumed as a free surface with zero applied
tractions. The volume fraction of the solid material to be preserved is set to 40%. In order to ensure the effectiveness
of R-functions under different mesh size, we compare the convergence rate between max function and R-functions
in the cases where the design domain is discretized by bilinear FE elements with mesh size 60 × 30, 80 × 40 and
100 × 50, respectively.

First of all, the basic components used in the MMC-based TO should have an initial design. The initial design of
rectangular components is same as that in [27], and it depicts two initial designs for the cantilever beam in Fig. 12.
The two initial designs based on max function and R-functions shown in Fig. 12 are very similar. The final optimal
structural topologies of max function and R-functions under different mesh sizes are shown in Fig. 13 and the values of
objective functional are presented in the bottom of corresponding structures. From final optimal structural topologies
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(a) Initial design for short beam example using max function. (b) Initial design for short beam example using R-functions.

Fig. 12. The initial design of basic components for max function and R-functions are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.

Table 1
The total iteration steps of optimization process based on max function and R-functions.

Mesh size 60 × 30 80 × 40 100 × 50

Total iteration steps using max function 464 244 841
Total iteration steps using R-functions 291 184 542
The improvement of the convergence rate
( stepmax −stepR- f unctions

stepmax
× 100%)

37.3% 24.6% 35.6%

and the values of objective functional, we can find that using R-functions is a feasible approach to replace the max
function in computing the values of TDF for the overlapping region of basic structural components. According to the
comparisons of total iteration steps (used to evaluate the convergence rate) between max function and R-functions
summarized in Table 1, it is clearly shown that the convergence using R-functions is faster than that using max
function. Compared to max function, calculating the TDF values with Eq. (15) based on R-functions can reduce the
total iteration steps by 173, 60, 299 and increase the convergence rate by 37.3%, 24.6%, 35.6% for FE mesh with size
of 60 × 30, 80 × 40, 100 × 50, respectively. It demonstrates that the C1 introduced by R-functions in the structure
can improve the convergence rate of MMC-based TO and the improvement is about 25%–40% for different mesh
sizes. Thus, in the conventional MMC-based TO, using Eq. (15) based on R-functions is better than max function for
calculating the TDF values.

Other issues shown in Table 1 are as follows. First of all, different mesh size has different convergence rate. Then,
the design domain discretized by a FE mesh with size of 80 × 40 have the least total iteration steps in both max
function and R-functions cases. Finally, according to the issues mentioned above, it could be concluded that the mesh
size (i.e., the DOFs) has a big influence on the convergence rate.

5.1.2. Three dimensional case
The three dimensional cantilever problem setting is depicted in Fig. 14. Uniform linear distributed loads are placed

in the middle line of the right face and the left face are fixed. To discretize the design domain, 80 × 40 × 8 linear
hexahedral elements are used. The volume fraction of the solid material to be preserved is set to 40%.

For sake of simplicity, the three dimensional rectangular components used in this paper are similar to those used
in [55], of which the depth are invariant and equal to the depth (DT) of the design domain. The initial designs of
structural components for max function together with that for R-functions are illustrated in Fig. 15.

The final structural topologies of three dimensional cantilever can be obtained by resorting to the MMC-based
TO framework, and are presented in Fig. 16. It is obvious that the final optimized structure by R-functions are very
similar to that obtained by max function. Moreover, the ratio of objective function by R-functions to that by max
function is ratio =

ComplianceR- f unctions
Compliancemax

= 1.003, which indicates that from the viewpoint of objective function, there
is no difference in R-functions and max function under the framework of MMC-based TO. However, the number of
iterations of R-functions is only 101, which are much less than 247 (the number of iterations of MMC-based TO using
max function). In other words, MMC-based TO using R-functions can speed up the convergent rate of the traditional
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(a) Optimal structure of 60 × 30 FE mesh using max function the
value of objective functional C = 76.52.

(b) Optimal structure of 60 × 30 FE mesh using R-functions the
value of objective functional C = 76.65.

(c) Optimal structure of 80 × 40 FE mesh using max function the
value of objective functional C = 74.68.

(d) Optimal structure of 80 × 40 FE mesh using R-functions the
value of objective functional C = 74.43.

(e) Optimal structure of 100 × 50 FE mesh using max function the
value of objective functional C = 74.66.

(f) Optimal structure of 100 × 50 FE mesh using R-functions the
value of objective functional C = 74.49.

Fig. 13. The TO results of the max function and R-functions with different FE meshes: (a) max function with a FE mesh 60 × 30, (b) R-functions
with a FE mesh 60 × 30, (c) max function with a FE mesh 80 × 40, (d) R-functions with a FE mesh 80 × 40, (e) max function with a FE mesh
100 × 50, (f) R-functions with a FE mesh 100 × 50.

Fig. 14. Three dimensional cantilever problem setting.
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Fig. 15. The initial designs of three dimensional components: (a) for max function and (b) for R-functions.

(a) Compliancemax = 750.66. (b) ComplianceR- f unctions = 752.61.

Fig. 16. Two illustrative results are depicted, and (a) is the final optimized structure by MMC-based TO using max function, as well as the topology
optimized by MMC-based TO using R-functions is shown in (b).

MMC-based TO by 59.1% (calculated by Eq. (36)) without deteriorating the final optimized structural performance.
Hence, the same conclusion that R-functions is an optimal choice compared to max function can be drawn here.

rateimprovement =
stepmax − stepR- f unctions

stepmax
× 100%. (36)

5.2. The Messerschmitt–Bolkow–Blohm (MBB) beam example

The MBB beam example is another well-known benchmark example for examining the numerical performance
of MMC-based TO approach [20,27,28]. Similar to the cantilever beam example, the design domain, geometric
parameters and available solid material volume constraint as well as boundary conditions are all shown in Fig. 17. Only
half of the design domain is taken into account due to the symmetry of the problem. The MBB beam problem is used
to make a comparison over the ersatz material models used in the new formula of ITO-MMC proposed in Section 3
and the ersatz material models are presented Section 3.2. Then, it is shown an efficiency comparison between the IGA
and FEM under the MMC-based TO framework. Recall that the TDF values of collocation points are calculated by
Eq. (15) rather than max function in this example. The objective of half MBB beam problem is to find the optimal
material distribution of structure which has the maximum stiffness under the available solid material constraint. The
parameters of MMA are epsimin = 10−7, raa0 = 10−6, albefa = 0.2, asyinit = 0.1, asyincr = 0.6, asydecr = 0.4 for
ITO-MMC in this subsection.
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Fig. 17. Design domain of the MBB beam example.

Fig. 18. The location of three different types collocation points are shown here for the ground structure discretized by IGA mesh with size of 3 × 1.

Fig. 19. The initial design of basic structural components.

5.2.1. Comparisons over three new ersatz material models
Three types of collocation points for the ersatz material models discussed in Section 3.2 are shown in Fig. 18 and

the half MBB beam in Fig. 18 is discretized by quadratic 2D NURBS elements with mesh size 3 × 1 for the sake of
illustration. The design domain of half MBB beam is discretized by quadratic 2D NURBS elements with mesh size
64 × 32 when it comes to carry out the new ITO-MMC proposed in this paper. The initial design of basic structural
components shown in Fig. 19 is composed of 24 components which is similar to that in the previous example. Three
new ersatz material models are used in the new ITO-MMC, respectively, and the max iteration step for new ITO-MMC
is set to 700.

The final optimized and some intermediate structures of ITO-MMC for the three new ersatz material models cases
are shown in Fig. 20. Meanwhile, the convergent curves of the values of objective function and volume fraction are
given in Fig. 21. From the intermediate structures shown in Fig. 20 for each collocation scheme, we can easily find out
that the three new ersatz material models are able to obtain an ideal structure, but only the structure produced by the
ersatz material model based on Greville abscissae collocation scheme can meet the optimization criterion. Besides, a
conclusion can be concluded from Fig. 21 that ersatz material model based on Greville abscissae collocation scheme
has the highest stability compared to the other two models. Therefore, from the point of both convergence and stability,
the ersatz material model based on Greville abscissae collocation scheme is the optimal choice to establish the ersatz
material model used in the new ITO-MMC.
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Fig. 20. The intermediate and final optimized structures: (a) left for new ersatz material model based on uniform collocation scheme; (b) middle
for new ersatz material model based on Gauss collocation scheme; (c) right for new ersatz material model based on Greville abscissae collocation
scheme.

5.2.2. IGA versus FEM
The high efficiency of high-order elements is one of the biggest advantages of IGA compared to conventional FEM.

It is easily known from Fig. 22 that the number of degree of freedoms (DOFs) of IGA is much less than that of FEM.
When the number of elements (e1 × e2) is known, the DOFs of IGA (NI G A) and the FEM (NF E M ) using quadratic
elements are formulated as Eqs. (37) and (38), respectively. Therefore, the computation efficiency of IGA exceeds that
of FEM with the same order of elements. For sake of simplicity, we only compare the efficiency of quadratic order
elements between IGA and FEM under the framework of MMC-based TO. The definition of the ersatz material model
from corresponding points is one of the key ingredients of MMC-based TO. The ersatz material model for Lagrange
quadratic element used in FEM can be easily extended from that used in the conventional MMC-based TO [27] and
the ersatz material model used in the new ITO-MMC is the ersatz material model based on Greville abscissae in terms
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Fig. 21. Convergence history of three new ersatz material models based on the corresponding collocation schemes.

Fig. 22. An illustrative comparison of DOFs between FEM and IGA.

of the convergence and stability which have been demonstrated by the numerical result shown in Section 5.2.1. The
design domain illustrated of half MBB beam as depicted in Fig. 17 is approximated by meshes with size of 50 × 25,
60 × 30, 70 × 35, 80 × 40, 90 × 45 and 100 × 50, where quadratic IGA element and Lagrange quadratic FEM
element are used. The initial design of basic structural components used here is shown in Fig. 23. Moreover, the
parameters of MMA used in this subsection are epsimin = 10−10, raa0 = 0.01, albefa = 0.4, asyinit = 0.1, asyincr =

0.8, asydecr = 0.6 for MMC-based TO using Lagrange quadratic FEM element.

NI G A = 2(e1 + 2)(e2 + 2) (37)

NF E M = 2(2e1 + 1)(2e2 + 1). (38)

The computational time of each iteration step are listed in Table 2 and the curve of speedups versus to mesh type is
illustrated in Fig. 24. The speedup of I G A/F E M ranges from 2.20 to 2.99, demonstrating the high efficiency of IGA
than FEM. From Fig. 24, we can find that the speedups timeF E M

step /timeI G A
step is basically increasing when the number

of elements is increased. Therefore, the replacement of FEM by IGA could lead to higher efficiency once the higher
mesh resolution is used in discretizing the design domain.
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Fig. 23. Initial basic components design for all of the cases.

Fig. 24. The curve of speedups versus to mesh type.

Table 2
Efficiency comparison between IGA and the FEM by the computational time of one iteration.

Mesh type Cases NI G A NF E M IGA time: timeI G A
step (s) FEM time: timeF E M

step (s) Speedups(IGA/FEM) (timeF E M
step /timeI G A

step )

1 50 × 25 2 808 10 302 1.15 2.53 2.20
2 60 × 30 3 968 14 762 1.94 4.34 2.24
3 70 × 35 5 328 20 022 3.05 7.29 2.39
4 80 × 40 6 888 26 082 4.50 11.65 2.59
5 90 × 45 8 648 32 942 7.44 18.57 2.50
6 100 × 50 10 608 40 602 10.46 31.30 2.99

Fig. 25 shows the optimization results for different mesh size and different element type. An ideal optimal structure
is obtained for almost all cases except for the cases where design domain discretized by 50 × 25 IGA elements and
80 × 40 FEM elements. The two failure cases may result from the inappropriate parameters of MMA and initial design
of components. After changing the MMA parameters and initial design of components, ideal optimal structures can be
obtained by MMC-based TO for the two failure cases, which are shown in Fig. 26. It is worth noting that the accuracy
of IGA is higher than FEM in terms of the objection function values shown in Fig. 25, where all the objection function
values obtained by IGA are smaller than those by FEM with the same mesh size.

5.3. Multiple load case

To verify the effectiveness of R-functions under the framework of ITO-MMC proposed in this paper, two and three
dimensional short beams subjected to multiple load are taken into consideration. The maximum iteration step is set to
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Fig. 25. The TO result of IGA and FEM with different meshes: (a) IGA with mesh 50 × 25, (b) FEM with mesh 50 × 25, (c) IGA with mesh
60 × 30, (d) FEM with mesh 60 × 30, (e) IGA with mesh 70 × 35, (f) FEM with mesh 70 × 35, (g) IGA with mesh 80 × 40, (h) FEM with mesh
80 × 40, (i) IGA with mesh 90 × 45, (j) FEM with mesh 90 × 45, (k) IGA with mesh 100 × 50, (m) FEM with mesh 100 × 50.
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(a) NURBS elements with mesh size 50 × 25. (b) Lagrange elements with mesh size 80 × 40.

Fig. 26. The optimized structure for two failure cases in Fig. 25 after changing the parameters of MMA and the initial design of components.

Fig. 27. Design domain for multi-load example.

400. In addition, the parameters of MMA are epsimin = 10−10, raa0 = 0.01, albefa = 0.3, asyinit = 0.1, asyincr =

0.4, asydecr = 0.2 for ITO-MMC.

5.3.1. Two dimensional case
The problem setting of the two dimensional multiple load benchmark is illustrated in Fig. 27. And, the dimension

of the multiple load benchmark is assumed to be 1 × 1. The left end of the multiple load beam is clamped, the right-up
and right-bottom corner are prescribed with external load F1 and F2, respectively, and the volume ratio is set to 0.4
which is the same as that used in [65]. The new ITO-MMC and the new ersatz material model based on Greville
abscissae are used in this benchmark according to the numerical result shown in Section 5.2.1. To discretize the
multiple-load beam, quadratic NURBS elements with mesh size 40 × 40 are used. The initial designs of components
are shown in Fig. 28 for cases where max function and R-functions are used for computing the TDF values.

Similar to the result in FEM, there is no distinguishable difference in the initial design of basic components for
max function and R-functions cases in Fig. 28. Moreover, the difference in minimization compliance (CR- f unctions =

0.999Cmax) and the final structure (shown in Figs. 29 and 30) are too small such that this difference can be ignored,
which demonstrate that the R-function is an alternative choice for max function when calculating the TDF values.
Whereas, according to the result of total iteration steps (to evaluate the convergence rate) at the top of Fig. 29, the
difference in the convergence rate between max function case and R-functions case is distinct and the total iteration
steps is reduced by 57 steps by replacing max function with R-functions. The improvement in convergence rate of
R-functions is up to 16.9% (calculated by Eq. (36)), which shows that the R-functions outperforms max function
under the IGA computation framework.

5.3.2. Three dimensional case
Fig. 31 makes an illustrative description of the three dimensional beam subjected to multiple load, which are

fixed in the left face. The prescribed volume fraction is set to 0.4. Structural components forming the final optimized
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(a) Initial design of basic components with the use of max
function.

(b) Initial design of basic components with the use of R-
functions.

Fig. 28. Initial design for basic components: (a) for max function and (b) for R-functions.

(a) The final optimal structure of the case of using max function
and the compliance is C = 60.47.

(b) The final optimal structure of the case of using R-function
and the compliance is C = 60.40.

Fig. 29. The optimal structure of multiple load case for max function in the left and R-functions in the right.

topology structure are same to those used in the three dimensional cantilever case. Besides, the design domain is
discretized into 40 × 40 × 4 three dimensional quadratic NURBS elements. The components used here are similar to
those used in Section 5.1.2, and the initial design of components are shown in Fig. 32.

With the aid of the ITO-MMC framework proposed in this paper, the final optimized three dimensional structures
for max function and R-functions are presented in Fig. 33. According to the result shown in Fig. 33, it is known
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Fig. 30. The component plot: (a) for max function and (b) for R-functions.

Fig. 31. The basic configuration of three dimensional beam subjected to multiple load.

that from the viewpoint of objective function, there is no difference between max function and R-functions under the
framework of ITO-MMC(ratio =

ComplianceR- f unctions
Compliancemax

= 0.994).
However, compared to ITO-MMC using max function, the iteration step of ITO-MMC using R-functions is reduced

by 89 steps, and the convergent rate is improved by 22.3% (calculated by Eq. (36)). It is concluded that R-functions
outperforms max function in three dimensional ITO-MMC as well.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a general and new formula of ITO-MMC based on R-functions and collocation
points. It has been shown that the C1 continuity provided by R-functions helps to accelerate the convergence rate
of both conventional MMC-based TO and the new ITO-MMC. With the use of R-functions, the improvement in the
convergence rate for both conventional MMC-based TO and the new ITO-MMC is in the range of 17%–60%, whilst
there is no big difference in the final objective functional for the numerical examples. Therefore, the conventional
MMC-based TO and ITO-MMC process based on R-functions can obtain a significant improvement in convergence
rate (especially for three dimensional cases) and preserve the structural performance. The high efficiency of the
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Fig. 32. The initial design of components: (a) for max function and (b) for R-functions.

(a) Compliancemax = 9390. (b) ComplianceR- f unctions = 9337.

Fig. 33. The final structure optimized by ITO-MMC using max function is shown in (a), and the one optimized by ITO-MMC using R-functions
is presented in (b).

proposed TDF calculation method based on R-functions results in a lower overall computational expense that enable
larger problems to be solved at the same computational cost. Furthermore, the computational accuracy is improved by
IGA to obtain a more accurate objective function.

It has been shown in the half MBB beam numerical test that the proposed ersatz material models based on uniform,
Gauss and Greville abscissae collocation schemes of IGA are appropriate to define the constitutive behavior for
the new ITO-MMC. From the view of both convergence and stability, the ersatz material model based on Greville
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abscissae collocation scheme outperforms the other two ersatz material models. Therefore, the ersatz material model
based on Greville abscissae collocation scheme is the optimal choice for defining the constitutive behavior of the new
ITO-MMC proposed in this paper. By comparing the computational efficiency of IGA and FEM through the half MBB
beam example with different mesh size, the speedups of IGA to FEM ranges from 2.20 to 2.99, which indicates the
higher efficiency of IGA than that of conventional FEM.

Due to the heavier computational burden of MMC-based TO for solving the three-dimensional (3D) TO problems,
the GPU parallel computing that has been successfully used in level-set based ITO [47] will be included to further
accelerate the computational efficiency. In addition, the components used in MMC-based TO could also be made of
two materials with distinct material properties. While clearly beyond the scope of the present work, such objectives
could be carried out in future research works.
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